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The Jukes-Cantor model (1969)

A ⇄ G

C ⇄ T

the simplest symmetrical model of DNA evolution
Transition probabilities under the Jukes-Cantor model

- All sites change independently
- All sites have the same stochastic process working at them
- Make up a fictional kind of event, such that when it happens the site changes to one of the 4 bases chosen at random (equiprobably)
- Assertion: Having these events occur at rate $\frac{4}{3}u$ is the same as having the Jukes-Cantor model events occur at rate $u$
- The probability of none of these fictional events happens in time $t$ is $\exp(-\frac{4}{3}ut)$
- No matter how many of these fictional events occur, provided it is not zero, the chance of ending up at a particular base is $\frac{1}{4}$. 
Jukes-Cantor transition probabilities, cont’d

Putting all this together, the probability of changing to C, given the site is currently at A, in time \( t \) is

\[
\text{Prob} (C|A, t) = \frac{1}{4} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{4}{3}ut} \right)
\]

while

\[
\text{Prob} (A|A, t) = e^{-\frac{4}{3}t} + \frac{1}{4} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{4}{3}ut} \right)
\]

or

\[
\text{Prob} (A|A, t) = \frac{1}{4} \left( 1 + 3e^{-\frac{4}{3}ut} \right)
\]

so that the total probability of change is

\[
\text{Prob} (\text{change}|t) = \frac{3}{4} \left( 1 - e^{-\frac{4}{3}ut} \right)
\]
Fraction of sites different, Jukes-Cantor

after branches of different length, under the Jukes-Cantor model
Kimura’s (1980) K2P model of DNA change, which allows for different rates of transitions and transversions,
Motoo Kimura, with family in Mishima, Japan in the 1960’s
Transition probabilities for the K2P model

with two kinds of events:

I. At rate $\alpha$, if the site has a purine (A or G), choose one of the two purines at random and change to it. If the site has a pyrimidine (C or T), choose one of the pyrimidines at random and change to it.

II. At rate $\beta$, choose one of the 4 bases at random and change to it.

By proper choice of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ one can achieve the overall rate of change and $T_s/T_n$ ratio $R$ you want. For rate of change 1, the transition probabilities (warning: terminological tangle).

\[
\text{Prob (transition$|t$)} = \frac{1}{4} - \frac{1}{2} \exp \left( -\frac{R+\frac{1}{2}}{R+1} t \right) + \frac{1}{4} \exp \left( -\frac{2}{R+1} t \right)
\]

\[
\text{Prob (transversion$|t$)} = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \exp \left( -\frac{2}{R+1} t \right).
\]

(the transversion probability is the sum of the probabilities of both kinds of transversions).
in different amounts of branch length under the K2P model, for $T_s/T_n = 10$
Transitions, transversions expected

in different amounts of branch length under the K2P model, for $T_s/T_n = 2$
Other commonly used models include:

Two models that specify the equilibrium base frequencies (you provide the frequencies $\pi_A$, $\pi_C$, $\pi_G$, $\pi_T$ and they are set up to have an equilibrium which achieves them), and also let you control the transition/transversion ratio:

The **Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano (1985) model**:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>to :</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$G$</th>
<th>$C$</th>
<th>$T$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>from :</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_G + \beta \pi_G$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_C$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_A + \beta \pi_A$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_C$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_A$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_G$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_T + \beta \pi_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_A$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_G$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_C + \beta \pi_C$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### My F84 model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>to:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_G + \beta \frac{\pi_G}{\pi_R}$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_C$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_A + \beta \frac{\pi_A}{\pi_R}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_C$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_A$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_G$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_T + \beta \frac{\pi_T}{\pi_Y}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_A$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_G$</td>
<td>$\alpha \pi_C + \beta \frac{\pi_C}{\pi_Y}$</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $\pi_R = \pi_A + \pi_G$ and $\pi_Y = \pi_C + \pi_T$ (The equilibrium frequencies of purines and pyrimidines)

Both of these models have formulas for the transition probabilities, and both are subcases of a slightly more general class of models, the Tamura-Nei model (1993).
Reversibility
The General Time-Reversible model (GTR)

It maintains "detailed balance" so that the probability of starting at (say) A and ending at (say) T in evolution is the same as the probability of starting at T and ending at A:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>to :</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>from :</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>απ₆₆</td>
<td>βπ₆₃</td>
<td>γπ₆₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G</td>
<td>απ₆₁</td>
<td>δπ₆₃</td>
<td>επ₆₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>βπ₆₁</td>
<td>δπ₆₃</td>
<td>νπ₆₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>T</td>
<td>γπ₆₁</td>
<td>επ₆₃</td>
<td>νπ₆₄</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

And there is of course the **general 12-parameter model** which has arbitrary rates for each of the 12 possible changes (from each of the 4 nucleotides to each of the 3 others). (Neither of these has formulas for the transition probabilities, but those can be done numerically.)
Relation between models

There are many other models, but these are the most widely-used ones. Here is a general scheme of which models are subcases of which other ones:

- General 12-parameter model (12)
- General time-reversible model (9)
  - Tamura–Nei (6)
  - HKY (5)
  - F84 (5)
  - Kimura K2P (2)
  - Jukes–Cantor (1)
A pioneer of protein evolution

Margaret Dayhoff, about 1966
Models of amino acid change in proteins

There are a variety of models put forward since the mid-1960’s:

1. Amino acid transition matrices
   - Dayhoff (1968) model. Tabulation of empirical changes in closely related pairs of proteins, normalized. The PAM100 matrix, for example, is the expected transition matrix given 1 substitution per position.
   - Jones, Taylor and Thornton (1992) recalculated PAM matrices (the JTT matrix) from a much larger set of data.
   - Jones, Taylor, and Thurnton (1994a, 1994b) have tabulated a separate mutation data matrix for transmembrane proteins.
   - Koshi and Goldstein (1995) have described the tabulation of further context-dependent mutation data matrices.
   - Henikoff and Henikoff (1992) have tabulated the BLOSUM matrix for conserved motifs in gene families.

2. Goldman and Yang (1994) pioneered codon-based models (see next screen).
Approaches to protein sequence models

Making a model for protein sequence evolution (a not–very–practical approach)

1. Use a good model of DNA evolution.
2. Use the appropriate genetic code
3. When an amino acid changes, accept it with a probability
   that declines as the amino acids become more different
4. Fit this to empirical information on protein evolution
5. Take into account variation of rate from site to site
6. Take into account correlation of rate variation in adjacent sites
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How it was done

This projection produced

- using the \texttt{prosper} style in LaTeX,
- using \LaTeX{} to make a \texttt{.dvi} file,
- using \texttt{dvips} to turn this into a Postscript file,
- using \texttt{ps2pdf} to mill it into a PDF file, and
- displaying the slides in Adobe Acrobat Reader.

Result: nice slides using freeware.